GET THE ROCKS OUT...and the pine cones, and other debris. The Sand Trap Renovator comes in 2 sand sizes: 12" wide (#555) and 24" wide (#512) and one machine size 4' wide for use with the TORO 5000, JOHN DEERE 1200, and Smurfit units (#555). Insert hard-ware cloth for smaller particles.

Ask Your Golf Course Distributor for INNOVATIVE MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS From Master of the Links

C-LOC® The Golf Course Problem Solver Rely on C-LOC plastic panels to solve your soil erosion problems. Interlocking panels are durable, maintenance-fee resistant, aesthetically pleasing and environmentally safe.

C-LOC® Retention Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 2093 • Utica, MI 48816 (810) 731-9515 • FAX (810) 731-9516

ENGRAVED YARDAGE LABELS
• Bright Colors • Fasteners included
• Orders quickly shipped UPS • Free Samples!

NEW ITEM..."THE SOLUTION"

YARD EDGE GOLF 1-800-284-9273 Wichita, KS 67213
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TRIMS Grounds Management Software

NEW TRIMS VERSION 3.1 INCLUDES:
• Budgets & Expenditure Tracking • Personnel & Labor Activity Records • Accident & Injury Reporting
• Chemical & Fertilizer Records • Equipment Maint. & Work Orders

FREE Extended Memory Option including TRIMS DrawView for site plans for valid through April 15, 1995

Call for a FREE Demo (800) 608-2467 • (800) 277-0067 Indicate 512" or 31/2" disk

TRIMS International Software

511 N. 19th Avenue, Suite 190 Phoenix, AZ 85015
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HARCO DUCTILE IRON FITTINGS FOR GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Sizes 2" through 12", all configurations including "knock-on" repair couplings. High strength, high corrosion resistance.

The Harrington Corporation P.O. Box 10335 Wichita, KS 67213
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Phillips comment
Continued from previous page classic design features, not his overblown, near-mythical obsession with the penal and outlandish. As Pete would be quick to tell you, most of his "devilish" features — among them his forbidding, wooden bunker facades and closely shaved, steeply pitched aprons — are standard fare on countless Scottish courses. You would think with a guy with a new book ("Bury Me in a Pot Bunker," which I read and liked) and an American Express commercial would work for a large measure of his charm.

Continued from previous page

List Rental Golf Course News

...offers you the opportunity to reach the decision makers at thousands of golf facilities with an exclusive mailing list. Call Diana Costello-Lee for details 207-846-0600
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Golf Course News Development Letter

Get the jump on your competition by subscribing to the Golf Course News Development Letter

NEW TRIMS VERSION 3.1 INCLUDES:
• Budgets & Expenditure Tracking • Personnel & Labor Activity Records • Accident & Injury Reporting
• Chemical & Fertilizer Records • Equipment Maint. & Work Orders

1-800-777-8648 CIRCLE #182

1-800432-8-2047

TRIMS Software International

3110 N. 19th Avenue, Suite 190 Phoenix, AZ 85015

P.O. Box A • Morrisville, NC 27560

Tel. 919/467-6155 • FAX 919/469-2536
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Golf Course News Development Letter

207-846-0600
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Golf Course Marketplace

To reserve space in this section, call Diana Costello-Lee, 207-846-0600